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TIMES GIVES TEST Voters Disrupt
ON WORLD EVENTS
ntelligently? Do you read your
*"[ casual interest, recog-
nizing vaguely that such names as
Laval, Grandi and Hitler are being
stressed and therefore must be impor-
tant? Or do you glean a knowledge of
current history; a stimulus to thought;
a basis for intelligent discussion—in
short, does your newspaper contribute
vitally to your education?
,
At tne same meetlng
The Neio York Times, in order to ' Belgium emphasized the
Paris Arms Parley
feeling was shown at
rmament conference
1 Paris. Crowds lis-
speech by M. Paul Painleve, I 9:00 P.
pnvalr
one of the leaders of French
thought, hissed and shoi
said that disarmament
antee of safety would be
the world. He explained
by calling up the dange
M. Rolin of
twenty colleges ;
ate interest in current events s
Times, has offered for the p
r five years, to some eighteen
students of each college making the
rent events of the preceding year. The
winners of these collegiate examina-
tions then compete for an intercollegi-
ate prize of $500 in an examination
made out by a council representative of
the different colleges. Each college has
the right to divide the $250 as it sees
best, into one. two or three prizes, the
only stipulation being that the first
prize for each college be not less than
To Wellesley, the Times gives
opportunity, and the News will print
from time to time sample questions
prepared by the board on one month's
events. The final examination will oc-
cur in March and will cover the im-
portant world happenings from March,
1931; to March, 1932. Wo preparation is
needed except an intelligent glance at
one's morning paper. It is a chance
to test one's assimilation of passing
events—a challenge which other col-
leges are answering and one which
Wellesley will undoubtedly meet with
enthusiasm.
Below is a sample of the type of
questions that will be asked.
Current Events Questions For October*
I. Identify the following, indicating
briefly the part each played in the




4. William E. Borah
5. Dino Grandi
6. Sir Oswald Mosley
7. Erik Axel Karlfeldt
8- George Washington Memorial
Bridge
9. Patrick J. Hurley
10. John Leonard Martin
H. Answer the following in a word or
Phrase:
1- Who is the Director of the Presi-






ust precede security. He
mtions with lack of sup-
League, which explains
i the Manchurui.ii situa-
afternoon.
At 8:00 P. M., Friday
December 5 and 6. at
Barnswallows will presi
a comedy by Ferenc Molnar. A:





2. What football player received
fatal injuries in the Army-Yale game?
3- Who is the President of the
American Federation of Labor?
6. Who is President of tl
International Settlements a
^Continued on Page 5,
The Coventry Nativity Play of the
Company of Shereman and Tailors
will be given in the Chapel at 7:30




production will contain the original
The meeting held the next day was
j
songs and music. These have been
disturbed and finally broken up by I found by Betty Klauder after much
rioting created by a group of French I research. Miss Klauder is also in
nationalists. The speakers were hissed charge of the singing which continues
and insulted, and few could make throughout the play.
themselves heard above the uproar. **
The crowd absolutely refused to allow The Personnel Bureau will conduct i
Houghton, of the Field Trip to the Boston Herald
speak, and the meet- Traveler on Tuesday, December 8, a
Many of the Paris
I
2:04 P. M. All who desire to attenc
s approved the action of the riot-
j
should register before December 5.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)




ous members of the faculty has
received a letter from the Raymond
Servics, asking for an opinion on
the coining of words, as well as on
the coiners. Walter Winchell is
cited as an example—Walter Win-
chell, who calls talking piotures
"chin-emas," uses the word "Reno-
vate" for divorce, describes liquor
as "Laughing Soup,": gives a picture
which could not be otherwise ex-
pressed except in a sentence by his
coined word "Renotoriety."
Wellesley finds coinages near at
home, without having to scour Mr.
Wine-hell's columns for them. Wel-
lesley expresses the whole thought
of "sweet belle jangling out of
tune" by the one word "carillon,"
speaks of an inveterate smoker as
"Alum-inated," and calls the inimi-
table poetry of Adonais the News





report of the financial status
of the Farm Board, Mr. James C.
Stone, chairman of the board, put the
losses of the Board at $177,000,000 on
their wheat and cotton boldiocs. The
commodities were bought at much
higher prices than the present market
prices, and it is hoped that the losses
will be regained when the commodities
are sold in later years. To relieve the
World Disarmament Argued
In Debate By I. R.C. Members
Harvard Lecturer Explains
Present Manchurian Unrest
On Tuesday evening, November 24,
Mr. Lucius Porter, a member of the
Yenching University staff, and a visit-
ing professor at Harvard this semes-
ter, addressed a group of students and
faculty on the present conditions in
Manchuria. Drawing his information
in particular from the past history of
At a meeting of the International
Relations Club on Fiiday, November
?7, a debate « 1:.;,. 35 the proposi-
tion, Resolved, that in the present
world situation disarmament is feas-
ible. The affirmative was upheld by
Ina Gotthelf, '32, Edna Breslau, '33,
and Elsa Buerk, '34. The negative was
four national asso- taken by Nina Tucker, '34, Doris Lodge,
ed to take definite '35, and Florence Smith, '32. The de-
are the National bate was presided over by Mary Losey
rm Bureau and the judges were Mr. Smith, Miss
Educational overacker and Miss Rathborne.
Gotthelf opened the debate by
of the affirmative side of
She stated that disarm-
ot only feasible but nec-
essary. She then discussed this from
the political point of view,
that the present condition
this the
Mr P<. r
this ] of the world.
According to Mr. Porter, three pairs
ol conflicting interests contribute to
the present unrest in Manchuria:
namely that of China versus Japan,
that of the League of Nations versus
Japan, and that of the civilian party




tional Committee of Farm Organiza-
cure agvicult
(Continut
Students To Be Heard Soon
In Recital For Two Pianos
ital of unusual nature will take
n Billings Hall on December
eight o'clock. Helen Holstein,
Hi.'
less importa of the Soviet
versus Japan—a conflict
caused little trouble until
security
of war and that any armamem




p: lin.miTit world institution for
2, and Sarah R. Supplee, '33, will give
|^ and the use f the Draft Treatyjoint piano recital. The comprehen-




DECEMBER 7—9:30 to 12:00
for students R-Z.
well as several works for two pianos,
j
Of especial interest is Debussy's En I
Blanc et Noir which has never before I
been played at Wellesley.
Beth Miss Holstein and Miss Supplee
are pupils of Miss Blanche Brockle-
bank of the Music Department.
The program follows:
Rondo andantino K. P. E. Bach
Rondo orilliante Weber
Helen Holstein





Prelude in G Major Rachmaninoff
Minstrels Debussy
The White Peacock Griffes
Concert Etude
Miss Tucker outlined the negative
argument which showed that security
was necessary before disarmament and
(Continued on Page 3, Col, 2)
Students May Tour Russia
By The "Open Road" Method
En blanc et noir
De quelque disgrac
D.'bu--'.
A limited group, sailing late in June,
will make a twenty-three-day trip
through European Russia, under the
leadership of American educators, in
observation of the efforts of the Five
Year Plan in industry, agriculture, and
education. Through their status as
guests of the students of Russia the
group will enjoy special privileges, will
receive public hospitality and will be
accommodated at such nominal prices
that the charge for fixed expenses of
the round trip from New York will be
only $370.00.
Membership will be limited and se-
lective. For information concerning
the trip address The Open Road, 20
West 43rd Street, New York City.
in I
part they play in the Manchurian
problem; yet they n
questions and should
considered separately. Of the
main pairs, the second—in which
nations of the world are lined
against Japan—is probably the most
important.
The history of the first pair
flicting interests is longer tl
others and dates back to the attempt
of Kubla Khan to annex Japan
end of the twelfth century. Tl
to fulfill this desire has had i
portant effect in shaping the indepen-
dent attitude of the Japanese towards
the Chinese. Successive generations
of Japanese carried this
independence to its full
the latter part of
tury, when Chinese thought predomi-
nated in the life and organization of
that state. With the development of
Western ideas in Japan, and the
throwing off of these Chinese ones,
however, it was revived and has exist-
ed ever since. Finally on 1894 it was
one of the factors that led to a Sino-
Japanese war by which Japan gained a
COLLEGES TO SING
IN ANNUAL CONCERT
Harvard Glee Club Will Join
With Wellesley Choir In
Varied Program
DR. DAVISON TO CONDUCT
The Wellesley College Choir will join
the Harvard Glee Club in the annual
concert on December tenth, in Alum-
nae Hall. The joint selections will be
conducted by Dr. Archibald T. Davi-
son, director of the Harvard Glee Club.
The concert is well planned, and the
ability of the choirs should make it





Three English Folk Songs
Gently, Johnny My Jingolo
The Foggy Dew
Pastoral Gustav von He




Three Pieces by Handel
The Foolish Lover (Deidamia)
May No Rash Intruder (Solomon)
Agnus Dei
I Will Not Leave You Comfortless
Byrd
To Thee Alone Be Glory Bach
Harvard
the ]
foreign powers, Russia in particular,
who were desirous for commercial
reasons to preserve the integrity of
China. But Japan retained her feel-
ing of independence and pride, and al-
though she acceded to foreign de-
mands, she never lost hope of regain-
her hold in Manchuria. Thus in
succeeding years in which her
power in the world was acknowl-
edged, she advanced this wish and
gained certain rights in the disputed
Page 3, Col. 3)
VI
e Staines Morris 16th Century Air
Can Ye Sew Cushions
(Arr. by Bantock)
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Hathaway Exhibitions
Hathaway House is at the present
time showing two exhibitions of un-
usual interest. The first is comprised
of water-color paintings by John Aiken,
a young artist living in Wellesley, Mr.
Aiken's subjects are varied, from a se-
ries showing different views of Mount
Desert, and a number of European
subjects—Trieste, Marseilles, Cannes—
to a group of sail boats in pen and
e second exhibition is made up
number of very beautiful antique
reproduced and restored by Mrs.
:. Blood, Jr., of Wellesley. Many
of these have recently been exhibited
the Boston Society of Arts and
Crafts. The types of trays present a
wide range both in size and style of
design, but all of them have the au-
thentic stamp of the fine old painted
trays on which artists of a hundred
years ago expended their skill.
h exhibitions close on Decem-
15th.
ON DECEMBER 12





MUSIC BY JIM HUTTER
WELLESLEY CO LLEGE N E
W
Immortal Sidtiey: by Emma
Denkinger. New York, Brentano's
1931. Price $3.75.
Here is the latest addition to the
Wellesley sheif. Emma Denkinger was
at one time an instructor in the Eng-
lish Literature Department of Welles-
ley College. Her biography does credit
to the Department's reputation for
thoroughness and industry.
Philip Sidney, courtier to good
Queen Bess, is a figure so clouded in
romance and glory that it is refreshing
to hear some honest facts about him.
Miss Denkinger has spent two years
gathering her material. In so short a
time, she has done an amazing amount
of research not only of the Sidney
records, but of contemporary history.
The events of Sidney's life are scanty
enough. Although ambition burned
within him and he longed, from his
spend all his golden years in the ener-
vating atmosphere of a procrastinating
court, ruled over by a woman who
owed her existence and that of her
little kingdom to a policy of vacilla-
Philip
e^xTKillv is ;i masterpiece of cone
tration, giving a most economical si
mary of the family and political 1
tory necessary to an introduction




choppy, even ungrammatical. sen-
tences. Packed information is hard to
fit into an easy, flowing style. Perhaps
the writer is too prone to hurry into
the American amateurishness, and
lacks a little of the English maturity.
But these ere minor complaints
which vanish before the realization
that the author has given a very clear
picture of the complicated inner work-
ings of English statecraft in Eliza-
beth's reign; that she has not allowed
her historical background to be over-
balanced by her honest and reasonable
portraits of the chief actors: Eliza-!





has kept the inti-
ieir proper place of
the picture entire. :
Immortal Sidney does not;
scale the heights of fine
:
In an atmosphere
of sorrow. His grandfather and two
of his uncles had suffered traitors'
deaths in connection with Lady Jane
Grey's raising to the Queenship. Still,
his mother was a Dudley, one of the
noblest families in England. His
father was a most high-minded gen-
tleman, who instilled his ideals in his
young son. These were the influences
which formed the character of Philip.
His education finished at the age of
eighteen, he began his career in the
service of the Queen. He was sent as
: incurred
beth's everlasting disfavor by presum-
ing to advise against her marriage to ;
the French Duke of Alencon. Retiring
'
and dedicated to her Arcadia, the first
English novel, and began the sonnet
j
sequence Astrophel and- Stella. Begun:
in the conventional manner, these son- ,
ly beautiful, for Stella, or Penelope
Devereux, had made an unhappy mar- i
riage, and Philip was deeply in love
!
with her. But his honesty soon re-
volted at the thought of having a
secret love affair. Prevented by the
Queen from joining the Protestant
cause abroad, he was kept at home to
ornament medieval tourneys. Having
|
failed in three attempts to escape to
|
the New World, he married Sir Fran-
!
cis Walsingham's daughter and settled 1
at home. Finally, the Queen gave
him a command in Holland, fighting
:
against the Spaniards. Here at last
was action, but even here Elizabeth
!
hindered him, by refusing him wages
for his troops. Only when, at the age
of thirty-one, he had died in battle,!
making in his last moments that ges-
1
ture of the chevalier—the offer of his
j
did she recognize the importance of
her loss.
A life of frustration—of inactivity
in an age of ihe most stirring activity,
of magnificent possibilities deliberately
disregarded and given no field in which
to exercise—produced in Philip Sidney
the character which, alone, is account-
able for his fame. Misfortune only
strengthened his native virtues, as
Miss Denkinger emphasizes in a most
commendable last chapter. He was
Sidney of "that most rare breast, crys-
talline sincere, through which like
gold, his princely heart did shine."
Here was material for a penetrating
character study. Miss Denkinger,
however, takes the attitude that ac-
tions speak louder than words and
wastes no time probing the depths of
her subject's mind. Instead she feels
man and his reactions, his personality
will take shape of itself in the reader's
mind. It is a successful but rather
old-fashioned method.
Essential to this method of biogra-
phy is a vast and detailed knowledge
of the material. This Miss Denkinger
may be complimented on. Every sen-
tence Is packed with concrete, graphic,
details. Yet





Thanksgiving vespeis were held in
Memorial chapel. The program for
the evening was opened by an organ
prelude, the AndCnte from Widor's
Gothique Symphony, followed by
hymns sung in turn by congregation
and choir, and the prayer given by
Miss Knapp. After a rendition of the
Prayer for Thanksgiving by the choir,
.Miss Knapp addressed the
In glancing superficially about the
world today, the dean declared, there
would seem to be little for which to
be thankful. Hard conditions, owing to
where apparent. Yet when we glance
back to the time of the first Thanks-
giving, we realize that the courage and
cooperation of the little band with
|
their leader, Bradford, is their impor-
'
tant contribution to the world of to-
1
day. So, now, by piercing beydnd the |
upper and obvious layer of world con-
ditions, we may apprehend and be!
grateful for such significant move-
ments as the union of all classes in
their striving toward wider and better
social ideals, and the new internation- I
alism and desire for peace. The re-
!
newed faith in religion, especially in
this age of human power, engendered i
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-190<
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST





Special Shampoo and Wave
$1.00
Wave and Manicure, $1.00
Finger and Marcel
Waving a Specially
59 Central St. Telephone
Wellesley Wei. 0472-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial BIdg. Wei. I212-M
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.







If you buy all your gifts








Choruses from the Mi,
Der Gang <
Fire, Fire My Heart Morley
Harvard
vni




'ill be made to cover expenses
raise money for future concerts.
by the re-
cent religious conference here in Wel-
lesley, both are causes for gratitude.
Miss Knapp concluded her address
with an injunction to remain keen and
responsive to the search for truth,
'All great undertakings must be both
enterprised and overcome by courage."
There followed an organ selection,
Henegger's Choral, a prayer offered by
Miss Knapp, and the choir recessional,
Sing Alleluia' Forth in Duteous Praise.
BARN FORMALS
Dec. 4 and 5
CHRISTMAS VACATION
B. L. KARTT
LADIES' TAILOR—FURRIER and CLEANSER
Square next to Liggetfs Tel. Wei. 0217-M







^TbeSafe i 1 75ru<j Store
PRE-XMAS SALE
STATIONERY




. DjerkiH, S„chcl-1 ounce
. I "r.if. C l.r.Vm'n r.',
,""['', rium°—small
B..urj.„- U.non l.«..l SK— H-'oro l-„,,nYr .-,„
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FOODS
""preserved figs
n iu: i.ii M'i ii m i
'"
I'lL'E (ill KTAll-
cellophane wrapped package of 29c HARD CANDY
OLD HOME ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
Sleek satin gowns $16.50
White bunny wraps $29.50
A decidedly economical price, for so much loveliness
Satins turn sophisticated backs on the world, and after
all when you're dancing, the world sees your back.
Fluffy, three quarter length Bunny wraps, white satin
lined, keep you snug and are only $29.50.
Other Bunny Wraps, $10.75.
Come in and See our $6.90 Shoes
WELL E S L E Y COLL E G E NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
jERRY hopes that those who ap-
prove of prohibition will please
ip this item, for it is thoroughly uvl
e strolled over to the El table last
>ek and, being the kind of gonrlcniLin
who reads before he runs, idly begar
to peruse the notices on the Lost anc
Found board. Many of Life's Little
Tragedies can be discovered there, but
this time, in the five-inch thickness
he disclosed the following: "Lost, one
cocktail-shaker, half full. Finder
please return, if able. Zelma Zilch.
(Said the dear young thing besid
Perry, "Do you suppose she reall
NjOR does that end the subject.
mark, that might come under the ]
of wise-cracks. "Why is it the N
rites did not drink wine?" was the
question. "It was a hangover from
nomadic customs," quoth the scholar.
SCUTTLING back from a glorious
week-end in New York in time for
a 9:40, Perry overheard two women dis-
cussing the college, as the train ap-
proached its neighborhood. "What do
you suppose they do all the time?"
asked one. "Oh, study a little and
play a lot and go to dances," was the





W 1rHILE speaking of Bible classes,match this one. if you can. At
8:40 on the morning after Thanksgiv-
ing, the young ladies were greeted with
a request to take out a sheet of paper
and write; the question asked for the
evidence we have that the prophets of
the North did or did not (Perry always
was vague about those little things)
disapprove of certain shrines. The
class struggled out of its usual Mon-
day morning daze and thought and
thought and thought . . . for all of
three minutes. Then said teacher,
•'You needn't puzzle any longer. The
answer is ... a blank sheet of paper.
I never give roll-calls at 8:40 after a
holiday, and we have no evidence that
ERRY, listening
If He were in the
room, would they go in to see
Several said "Of course"; one
Never." for it would destroy the
iful mystery: another said just




Lierd quite violently wilh on.-- me
of the "con" side. Perry sat ar
waiting for the first blow, but he
iiis;ipl-omted. II nations were co:
we might never have another good
rousing war. It seems that one of the




room of a friend, and found
est tappers rehearsing. Be-





vei?ii :i him. into attei
hazardous steps. One s
side of him, and the
lady into his right ear.
five," the other y. I., not
shrieked into his left
slide-step." "A grape-vi:
pigeon-toe." "Two hobb




Contact between negro and white
should be considered mutually bene-
ficial and not harmful, according to
Mr. Julian Steele, Director of the Rob-
Gould Shaw House in Boston,
his talk on "Extra-Curricular
;he Negro" at the second
Inter-Race meeting, Friday, he attrib-
uted the decline of majority groups
throughout history to their unsympa-
thetic attitude toward the problems of
minority groups. He summed up the
negro status, as a whole, emphasizing
the injustice shown him in the South
and the helpful attitude of the North-
ern Quakers.
In talking of the negro problem in
colleges, including Wellesley, Mr. Steele
fellowship and contact be-
that :
par
for Thanksgiving, those who went into
Boston and saw Once in a Lifetime,
and those who did other things. (Did
any one stay on campus?) But the
first prize for resourcefulness goes to
the thirteen unsuperstitious freshmen
who took their house-mother with
them, went to see the evening perform-
ance of Once in a Lifetime, and fol-
lowed it with a midnight supper.
PERRY wishes to announce that it
makes a bad impression on
strangers passing by when a Welles-
ley woman strolls down Washington
Street with a large, pink teddy-bear
tucked under her arm. Tourists im-
agine that we attend a kindergarten;
of course, at times, we might think so,
too, but that's only when some par-
ticularly brilliant speaker has just ad-
dressed us. Besides, says Perry, re-
turning to the point, it's bad for the
morale of the college. It was such
a cunning bear!
THE absent-minded professors give
way to absent-minded scholars.
Especially interesting psychologically
was the earnest and deep thinker who
marched out of her room holding by
a silken cord her shoe-bag. instead of
UP by mistake




to college not as a negro but as an in-
dividual. According to the director,
who is himself a Harvard graduate,
much pettiness and narrowness of vi-
sion might be avoided among stu-




'Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
til you have a sufficiently efficient or-
ganization to keep peace. She then
discussed the failure of past attempts
at disarmament: the quantitative and
budget systems of limitation and the
defeat of past conferences.
Miss Breslau took up the affirmative
of the
war. Miss Smith then, for the nega-
tions of Europe which prevent an im-
psychological condition of France and
her various alliances and the sore spots
left by the Versailles Treaty. Miss
Buert delivered the final argument for
the affirmative, the social and moral
necessity for disarmament. Miss Lodge
as the last negative speaker showed
that the present existing international
institution, the League of Nations, was
absolutely
laws and that
After the rebuttal by Miss Smith
nd Miss Gotthelf, the judges an-
lounced their decision, unanimously in
avor of the negative side.
LECTURER EXPLAINS
MANCHURIAN UNREST
practical control uvcr the mami eiianc:
of these railroads in Southern Man>
churia. It is these rights which China
has been trying to deny since the "Da;
of Humiliation" in 1915 that have beei
the source of most of the Sino-Japan
ese trouble of the twentieth century.
The second pair of conflicting in
terests, that of the League of Nations
versus Japan, is of cou:
in fact, dates only from the appeal
made this fall by China to the League
after the events of September
Japan has defied the whole world
refusing to evacuate Manchuria after
having been so requested by I
this she has questioned not (
efficacy of the League machi
outlawing war but also the r,
many states to uphold their d
The issue between civilians r
itarists in Japan is linked somewhat
with that of the Sino-Japanese q
tion. This relation is due
tally, perhaps, to the fad
the civilian party that has
sired conciliatory relations with China
in eontrasi <n the warlike atlili;
(he military group. In 1927 the
ian group first gained control of the
government, ending a long military
regime that had really made Japan z
modern nation. Since then the mili-
tarists have been steadily losing power
and have been attempting to retair
their influence by rather drastit
This the
supposition that the recent events in
Manchuria are the work of the des-
perate militarists who, feeling that all
their hopes would die if the Disarma-
ment Conference in February were
successful, have acted in such a way as
it would he verv r|>'fv-iiH tor the civil-
ian government to withdraw.
The fourth issue, which involves the
Soviet government, is, in Mr. Porter's
opinion, the least important. Russia
is at present absorbed in the success of
the Five Year Plan. It is not very
probable, therefore, that this nation
will take an active part in the settling
Df the Manchurian question; but it is
possible. Events may therefore occur
in the near future which will bring
ALUMNAE NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS
) Eleanore McPherrin, to Mr.
Fred Moritz.
'31 Eileen Goudey, to Mr. Alfred
lie Steinkamp, Cornell, '27.
MARRIAGES
Alice Abbott to Mr. George
Henry Bradner, October 10, at Sara-
nac Lake. Address: 170 Park St., Buf-
falo, N. Y.
31 Marjorie Love Breyer to Mr.
James Arthur Singmaster, Jr., at
<ville. New York. Address: 005










Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
INA CLAIRE in
"REBOUND" Isl Fri. and Sat.
"THE BELOVED BACHELOR"
1st Thurs. with




WEEK OF DEC. 7
Mon., Tues. and Wed.




"24 HOURS" 1st Mon.
CLIVE BROOK, KAY FRAN-
CIS and MIRIAM HOPKINS





CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
i. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:30 to 7:30 P.
Tel. Wellesley 1089
-- December Sale - -
Select Your Christmas Gifts Early
,f?\




Beautiful Shades, 3 prs. for $2.75
PROPPER CHIFFON HOSIERY
Extra Sheer Quality, 3 prs. for $5.50
Daintily boxed and wrapped
A Shop Every Woman Should Know
Ivy Corset Shop
i Church Street Wellesley 1544
GROSS - STRAUSS - I. MILLER
19-21 CENTRAL ST. WELLESLEY
SPECIAL OFFER
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
$1.00 off every $5.00
on almost our entire stock of coats, dresses,
suits and evening frocks
Shop and Save












For Lack Of A Scandal
Following, in a mild way, the recent
campaign of the Columbia Spectator
against subsidized athletics, and re-
calling by way of analogy the famous
expose" of the Harvard scrubwomen a
year or two ago, we have been sighing
for such worlds to conquer. What ire
can we summon to rival theirs, what
righteous flow of magniloquent wrath
It is not strange that we should look
with something a little akin to envy
at the embroilments of large univer-
sities. The very vastness of them, the
ime, the casual
tact between student and student
scheming on a large scale of the i
pus political bosses—th
so foreign to us here, create an atmos
phere in which crusading journalism i
indeed at its youthful best. There i
the charm of Don Quixote in thes
undergraduate editors, charging th
windmills of things as they are, risk
places. Year by year we have come
to the formulation of a belief that not
in the great universities, with all their
expansive splendor, but in the smaller
college, that stronghold of the liberal
arts, must be placed considerable hope
for the intellectual future of our gen-
eration. We refer you for authorita-
tive opinion on that subject to others
than ourselves—President Hoover's
radio appeal in behalf of the small
college was the most prominent re-
We brief, however
cy which exists in a college like our
own; singularly inept as our society
system may seem, it stands ace-high
against the insufferable Babbittism of
Greek-letter fraternities. We hold, a
brief for the value of friendly rela-
tionship between administrator and
undergraduate, teacher and taught,
though it tie the hands sometimes of
those of us who hesitate to attack the
thing for fear of hurting the person.
We delight in the strict inviolability





joice in freedom from imported a
letes and ballyhooing, victory-min<
alumni. We're not unimpressed by the
quiet academicism of our three hun-
dred acres, the absence of rumbling
elevateds, the ready refuge of the
woods and fields. We like the thought
attempt to pick and choose, to avoid
that bane of modern educators, the
legian. We think that some of the
millions left for education in this
country belong by right to us, and to
institutions like us, where the ancient
ideals of wisdom have not yet been
supplanted by football and bond-sales-
Not that we advise overmuch com-
placence. Heaven knows Wellesley can
learn a great deal without reaching
her possible apex. But we do insist
that she should wake up to the fact
—an ideal of concentrated devotion to
learning, of true liberalism of the
mind, of humility and tolerance and
mutual respect. We should like to
see her administrators more alive to
the currents of student thought, more
eager to win student regard. We
should like to see her teachers do what
some of them already do—keep the
lamp burning with a flame so clear,
so bright, that even the dullest of us
are fired with it. We should like to
see—but some day we shall see! And
new kind of front page college story.
Venite Laudemus
Upon the
sophomore honorable mention list we
listen with our acute and supposedly
well-tuned editorial ear to any com-
ments forthcoming even as we lis-
following the an-
Phi Beta Kappa elec-
academic excellencies) who
shrug their shoulders disdainfully and
murmur vaguely about the broader
horizon and the exaggerated impor-
tance of grades. Whether these un-
original and trite observations spring
from envy or from a genuine belief in
their dubious truths, it seems to us
Certainly the acquisition of a Phi
Beta Kappa key to any one possessed
of a sense of proportion is not one of
neither is it, in collegiate phraseology,
"to be sneezed at." With those medi-
ocre students who chant blithely v.iat
the grade is a meaningless symbol we
half agree. It is a symbol. How im-
portant is a question. Even if the
letter is only indicative of an instruc-
tor's judgment of one's work, is it not
important as such? For what good
are a group of facts entombed in the
opinions, however deep, however per-
tinent, of any value laid away in the
cedar chests of one's brain? In col-
lege and after college one is forced to
communicate one's knowledge, broad
or limited, to the world at large. The
degree of clarity and accuracy with
which a student is able to do this is
graded outright in college. That this
process of grading will be obscured too
soon by those too polite to deflate our
egos should make us a little more
grateful for our temporarily frank
judges and a little less scornful of
those who win their approbation. Let
us remember that the fact that a per-
son may be a potential Phi Beta
Kappa is insignificant. Unfortunately
actuality where the mumbled excuses
for delinquent scholarship carry no
weight.
Without perience—life without a
Time wrist watch—and we rec-
ommend it heartily. There
It
advantage. When you
have forgotten to go to an English
Comp conference almost nothing will
help; but perhaps a plaintive air and
"I have no watch" might smooth
things over a bit. And for classes, a
great amount of energy can be saved
and an equally great amount of sub-
terfuge avoided by having no watch
to worry over and keep looking at.
You will find that the time goes as
slowly with or without. When minus
a timepiece, however, the bell is more
apt to come as a pleasant surprise.
We therefore suggest to every one "life
without a watch."
With the approach of Christ-
Help, mas vacation the college be-
Help! gins to turn its thoughts to-
ward those final papers which
are customarily assigned and occasion-
ally begun before vacation time. Our
thoughts are turned all the more for-
cibly toward these papers because we
have noticed a striking similarity in
the refrain of instructors upon this
theme. One and all they suggest that
they will be sure to give out the sub-
jects very soon—"So that you can work




three extraordinarily short weeks be-
tween the end of vacation and the be-
ginning of mid-year examinations, we
would .sugge.) 1
.
further that the activity
of those who are interested in the
health of the Wellesley girl be directed
beyond bread, butter and milk, and
towards the revival of the good old-
fashioned vacation.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the lull name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A.M. on
Monday.
TO WHAT END—MUSIC?
To the Wellesley College News:
of richness, a creative thing, whether
one listens as an appreciative listener
or whether one performs, I should
with the editorial in last week's News. showiim how the subject
The fact that only one hour's credit plies to every subject i i
is the limit of academic recognition of nected with the progress
all the hours that one spends at an in- By showing that our
strument is no small detriment to one's many subjects helps us
"keeping up" music. It is a physical more readily our place a
impossibility to devote the amount ol world, and then to kno
time to practising that one would like on from where we are
to or that is really necessary for any
degree of perfection unless one can at
least have a recognition of the time
it is so all-engaging a subject—is just
as tiring and takes just as much out
ecnlinkd study or lab work. One can
not keep it up indepe dently except to
the exclusion of some other academic
subject. And if one ioes, there is no
excuse acceptable to the administra-
tion! This does seem entirely unfair.
The suggestion tha . careful super-
vision of a study which is piimarlly
individual would be necessary may, I
think, be left to the istructor and to
the student. One whe truly loves mu-
sic enough to elect it
gles along now witr out recognition.
the study were it credited toward a
degree. Music students, like other
people, thrive under a little encourage-
ment and it seems fairly possible that
worked out by the Music Department
whereby the individual might still be
left fairly free in practising but her
progress measured by
Does not music enrich the life
the college enough to encourage st
dents to keep up this broadening i
terest in music? Does :





To the Wellesley College News
Why is the fundamental rea
education never pointed out
Wellesley classroom? Why e
trees planted so thickly around
they completely hide our view
forest? In other words, why
relation of Education
pointed out in class?
We are swamped wi
historical dates; we learn the chem-
ical compounds of the physical objects
of our world; we study the physical
evolution of man, and. in Bible,
to some extent, we study the moral
and spiritual evolution of the human
race. The fact that some of these
subjects are related is suggested by
the overlapping of some of our
courses. But that they should all
blend into a single whole in our minds
—that, taken together, they are our
background, our means of understand-
ing Life as we shall meet it on leav-
ing college—that, as a whole, these
facts that we assimilate are the ex-
planation of what man and his world
are like today, and why they are what
they are—this unification of our
lever dwelt on by any
I object to the over-emphasis placed
on details. If I remember, correctly
enough to dare to quote, Miss Gamble
said that we forget over half of what
we learn in college before we have
been graduated one or two years. If
so, it is because our subjects, and the
facts of which they afre composed,
are all so isolated. They apparently
have no connection with the lives of
college girls, except as things that
must be memorized, if only for the
time being. Many girls who leave col-
lege voluntarily, say that it is because
they feel that the education that they
are discontinuing would do them no
good in later years. They say, with a
good deal of truth, that organized
classroom work is not the only way in
which the mind can be trained.
Education is generally—and blandly
—spoken of as a "preparation for Life."
a general fitting of the student for
some career by which she can earn her
own living later. The other inter-
pretation is not so often thought of
—
that it is one's best chance to learn
what to expect from the world by
Why i ela. •:(> I ade
thing really constructive for the
human race as a whole, and so pro-
mote the intellectual and spiritual
evo'-ition of man that is slowly being
Who has recently
Confused his seasons
And given us spring
Instead of winter.
Just imagine
Handing in a map
Of the Holy Land
To Dr. De Kruif
As a sketch of
The alimentary canal.
Or giving as reasons
For the break-up of
The Roman Empire
A list of the early
Anglo-Saxon kings.
The teacher sits upon her chair;
All full of vim is she;
Nodding her head before her sits
A student sleepily.
With feet all weary and worn.
With eyelids heavy and red,
Holding an aching head.
On your cold grey seat, O lass,
'Tis well that your tongue cannot utter
The thoughts that arise in class.
"Prithee why so pale and wan, Young
Lady?
Prithee why so pale?
If asking questions can not move thee,
Will a roll call fail?"
The sleepy one she beat her breast.
She cannot choose but hear.
She struggles to make answer,
And speaks in accents drear.





I had stayed at the Wel-
lesley Club."




With a^ mound of books, one Mary An
Sat on' this gloomy day.
With notebook open, you fancy how,
Eye bright, hands clasped before,
She
And studies all the more.
In Wellesley did Mary Ann
While .student', socially inclined,
Left in frivolity.
Her hand leapt up when she beheld
Distress upon the class.
A recitation she began;
The teacher in a tranc e she held
Willi facts en masse.
A heroine is Mary An
keep
That tired week-end is might
ADONAIS GETS A LETTER
.
. . Adonais, November 27
Why Adonais, doleful pup,





A frosh without a guiding star
Would soon be in confusion!
So let us keep our idols grand
Although their feet be clay, sir
You'd hate to see us all astray-
Or wouldn't you? Now say, sir
WELLESL COLLEGE NEW!
The Theater
PLYMOUTH—The School /or Scan-
dal
SHUBERT—The Student Prince






which squads of muscular girls leap,
hop or kick their way across the stage,
it is rather pleasant to see the revival
of The Student Prince. A lusty male
chorus renders with considerable vigor
the old favorites: the Drinking Song,
You're in Heidelberg, and the Sere-
nade, with only the expected amount
of stein swaying, while Deep in My
Heart, Dear by Kathie and the Prince
drew great applause.
The really most appealing actors are
the Prince played by Allan Prior and
Dr. Engel played by Hollis Daveny;
the prince, who is pleasantly restrained
in contrast to exuberant Kathie, and
Dr. Engel, who is most delightfully
natural. But by his amusing clowning,
Lutz, the Prince's valet, shadowed by
little Hubert, really succeeds in being,
the hit of the show. Lutz indulges in
all manner of fantastic contortions
and puffings and somehow we all laugh
uproariously. Gertrude Lang, as
Kathie, rather wearies one in her girl-
j
ishly studied role of ingenue, while in
contrast to her the Princess Margaret





Coi/'ini,-, u 1, Col.
HERALD-TRAVELER FIELD TRIP
On Tuesday. December 8th, the Per-
sonnel Bureau has arranged a field
trip to the plant of the Bos/ozt Herald-
Traveler. Students will have the op-
portunity of seeing the new quarters
of this newspaper, the editorial offices
and the printing departments. Those
who are interested in the possibility of
work with a newspaper should find the
visit interesting and valuable. stu-
ter at the Personnel Bureau by Satur-
day, December 5th. The group will
leave the Wellesley station on the 2:04
train. As the number attending the
trip must be limited, early application
is urged and preference will be given to
LIBRARY TRAINING COURSE
In visiting the Boston Public Library
on November twenty-fourth, Wellesley
students were interested in the train-
ing course which is offered there. Such
training is important for the profes-
sional librarian and is offered by the
of large cities.
the
7. Where is "Radio City"?
8. What important event took place
on October 27th?
9. What world-famed dealer in tea
died in October?
10. Who is the Democratic candidate
for Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives?
III. Indicate which one of the follow-
ing "multiple choice" answers
Is correct in each case:
1. Helen Hicks—aviatrix, actress,
champion golfer, member of Parlia-
2. Jose Laval—gave the new flood,
lights for the Statue of Liberty, a re-
cent guest at the White House, Presi-
dent of Mexico, a movie star.
3. Seaham—constituency of a Brit-
ish cabinet minister, a breed of terrier,
a Long Island shore resort, an Eng-
lish flying field.
4. Bluenose — seaplane, gangster,
race horse, fishing schooner.
5. Don Moyle—Spanish politician,
* Modeled on Part I of the examina-
tion for the New York Times Prizes in





For Motor Coach Service Call
Framingham 2500
29 Pass. Coaches and Seven Pass.
Cadillac 1
Twenty-Four Hour Service




THE CRANE & KETTLE
Family Inn and Tea Room
Meals—Over-night Guests
Special Students' Supper
with Waffles and Coffee—85
Turn onto Edmands Rd., 3
Tel. Framinghan
riK-
startling, are good. At the opi'inng ut
the royal palace, the audience seemed
thrilled enough to break into applause, i
For one who enjoys the music from
The Student Prince, or one who will ;
be pleased by a rather good male;
this show.
I. G. W., '32. I
PEACE CONFERENCE
DISTURBED BY RIOT
mlit month;- and the clav- number i
limited to fifteen. High school gradu-
ation is a prerequisite, but in the past
one quarter of the number who have
graduated from college. All applicants
for admission to the class must pass an
which is given to anyone who wishes
to enter the municipal library service.
In addition, a personal interview with
the Director of Training is practically
necessary.
The training combines half-days of
classes with afternoons devoted to
practice work. Such opportunity for
experience is the distinct advantage of
the library courses, as opposed to those
of library schools.
There is no tuition fee charged for
the year's training, but students must
remain on the library staff for at least
two years after successful completion
of the course. The minimum salary
paid to college graduates when they
complete the training period is $20.00
{Continued From Page
> plan, or by the
Weary of the depression, the Na
tional Council of the Unemployed hav.
planned a "Hunger March" on th<
Capital for next Monday. The marct
is backed by Communists, as well. I
squads armed with stones, and repre
the i
The UIH-IMpIO'.
The Round Table Conference in
England is at last drawing to a close
in the Indian controversy. But the
Indians are not yet satisfied with the
attempts at conciliation. Several days
ago, the various religious factions rep-
resented forgot their individual quar-
rels and joined in issuing an ultima-
tum to the British Government. They
declared that England must not in-
troduce provincial self-government
without a strong central authority.
Provincial and national independence
must be granted at the same time.
fered. Promotion and salar;
depend upon the ability of the individ-
ual and the vacancies arising on the]
In comparing the value of training
in library school with that offered by
j
the library, Mrs. Hartzel, Director of
Training, said that the very best thing
j
for a college graduate, could she afford :
it, was training at one of the accredi-
ted library schools, leading to a de-
gree in library science. She pointed
,
out that in the library schools, a corps
of specialists instruct students in their
particular field, while in the library i
class, the instruction is carried on by
isted by '
Initial salaries
paid to library school graduates are
usually somewhat higher than those
paid to the library-training-course
|
graduate. There is, however, the cer-
tainty of immediate employment to
the graduate of the library class, which
j
cannot be assured the library
graduate.
ie United States, only about
Id jobs that men naturally
The rest are engaged in
id personal service.
Of the 750 freshmen entering
Hunter College this year, only one,
DECEMBER 5—MORNING
In response to a questionnaire, an-
nounced an intention to marry. The
32 CHURCH STREET majority hope to teach, while others
CHRISTMAS GIFTS will turn to the law, medicine, jour-
AT MODERATE PRICES
BENEFIT OF
nalism, nursing, farming, and dog
breeding as suitable fields in which to
develop their own careers.
FLORENCE CRITTENTON
LEAGUE
! About one patent in fifty is granted
to a woman in the United States.
te.




MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.
May we not serve you also?









It is not too late to secure delightfully personal
Christmas Cards executed along your own
ideas. For Superior Printing Service

















brown black with white,
mushroom, w lite, beige.
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We're waiting with a
whole flock of sugges-
tions which will make
Christmas Shopping at
Slattery's a joy to you
amateur Santas. We
sketch just a few:
Stunning five-year
diaries with lock and key,
at $2.50
Metal Print - top coffee




Sets of " Scottie'
Slatterns
W E LLESLEY COLLEGE NEW,
CALENDAR ART TEACHERS SHOWHOW TO SEE BETTER
now. During
taught the art of seeing
and line. The drawing is
motion pictures, while the work in
oils represents many interpretations
of scenes from the Maine coast.
Mr. Woodbury explained that the







graph to drawing from life, is a new
and interesting experiment. Prom the
first showing of the figure in action
on the screen, the student receives
only an impression of the
motion. The next time it
he gets the chief line, and
showings help him complete his draw-
ing. The various stages of drawing
should be seen to realize the psychol-
ogy of the thing.
SAVANT ADDRESSES
ITALIAN STUDENTS
years. There are, of course, exec
tions, as Thornton Wilder, who got 1
A. M. in Princeton In 1925, and Olii
La Farge his A. M. at Harvard In 19
The average age of admission
slightly above 50 years.
TOO MANY TREES
(Continued from Page 4. Co!. 4)
the
trouble is that it stays there. Tney
forget to produce it because they are
working so hard to get us remember
"important facts." And we are apt
not to see what an Integral part of
Life's forest each tree and stump of
knowledge is until we are through the
woods and are looking back on our
journey in retrospect. And, after all.
if a few fact-like twigs are missing






comparatively new field for women
which has developed as they have
invaded the occupations that were re-
garded as the prerogatives of men-
politics, public offices, the law, and
commerce. But even though she may
not enter politics, law or business, no
college-trained woman can be sure
that she will never be called upon to
speak at a public or semi-public occa-
sion. A graduate of Wellesley who
went to China to teach reported that
one of the first duties that confronted
her was to speak to an audience of
several hundred people. She declared
she was glad that she had taken even
a one-hour course in Speech, for it
gave her more confidence than she
would have had otherwise. It is taken
for granted that the education of the
modern college graduate is sufficiently
broad to enable her to make an ex-
temporaneous speech that is charac-
terized by orderly arrangement of ideas
and spoken with audibility and inof-
fensive quality of voice. Indeed, be-
fore graduation there are at least ten
or a dozen occasions when students are
called upon to speak to large groups.
that the course in "Speeches for
Special Occasions" was organized by
the Department of Speech.
The purpose is 'two-fold—first, to
give opportunity, through the develop-
ment of power in oral expression, for
the general culture which is or
the aims of a liberal arts college:
second, to provide specific instruction
in the making of actual speeches. The
details of the course include the study
of what may be termed the "mechan-
ics" of speech (the voice modulations
movements of body, and vocal quality:
that are necessary for successful pub
lie addresses; making of outlines fo
different kinds of speeches; considera
tion of the motives that influence audi-
ences and the kinds of reactions a
speaker may get from the groups he
faces; the analysis and criticisms of
addresses by successful speakers; and
the composition and delivery of orig-
inal speeches for specific occasions.
CAMPUS CRIER
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3)
All
Marquis Piero Misciattelli, professor
at the University of Siena and member
of the European committee of the Car-
negie Endowment for International
Peace, spoke before a group, on Mon-
day afternoon, at Shakespeare House.
His subject was L'Idealismo Fem-
minile net Trecento Italiano.
Beatrice of Florence, inspiiation oi
the great Dante Alighieri, was the first
example of this idealization. Signor
Misciattelli gave examples of her power
to inspire Dante to the heights of
poetic expression, especially in his Vita
In his conception of her we see
.inct types of beauty, the ex-
1
of awakening, and of mature
|
e second having a spiritual I
quality of greater depth. The lover
j
poet saw in the beloved a personi-
ion of ideal physical and spiritual
beauty. Thus Fra Angelico's Madonna
Mark's Convent, Florence, was
the model for Dante's Beatrice.
The greatest expression of feminine
idealization was St. Catherine of Siena
(1347-1380), whose most important
writings were nearly four hundred
Letters, the loveliest being those to her
biographer, and disciple, Fra
and twenty-six Prayers,
mystical outpourings, of which the be-
ginning of the Oration of Eternal
Trinity, and the last Oration, are most
noteworthy. Her Writing shows keen
penetration of the life about her and
the transfiguration of these findings
by her ideals and religious zeal. These
ideals for civil and rural life and order
are embodied in Ambrogio Carenzetti's
paintings in the Palazzo Pubblico at
Signor Misciattelli finds the greatest
virtue of Catherine's style in its pure
simplicity and its sensitive femininity.
The primitive power of her phrasing
s banal expression, and, as she
says, her hands and tongue "s'ac-
N. S. F. A. NOTES
Out of each 100 persons furnishing
data for the 1928-29 edition of "Who'
Who," 85.09 per cent attended college
and 73 percent were graduated. There
been added in 1930-31, but the grad
ually growing percentage of college
trained persons
ing the last thirty years
inference that it is now even higher
than 85 per cent. The age of those
Monsieur A. Desclos. Assistant Di- enrolled suggests that recognit:
of the Office National des Uni- not hasty, and that it awaits
Francaises, will give an illus- than ordinary achievement. Usually
Alumnae Hall
Wednesday, December 9. His years to make "Who's Who,
subject will be Trois peintres francais writers may not expect
contemporains: Lebasque, Laprade et tion short of twenty-two years and
Ladureau. business men in less than thirty
DR. JOSEPH P. MESLIS
Podiatrist-Chiropodist














for permanent and transient guests
Near Station and College
Telephone 0419-R
MISS HANLON 1 Waban Si
Elizabeth F. Bennett
Stenography Typewriting




While on your vacation
H. L. FLAGG CO.
Wellesley, Mass.
Swan Actresses Love Flowers-
see how they'll thrill when 3
those you send come: You 3
can be sure the memory of
*
your tribute will last long af-
.
<
ter the applause has finished
and the curtain is down.
FLOWERS



















why we are always busy.
Come in and see what's NEW
Pendleton, Inc.
Next to Wellesley Inn
Jordan Marsh
Company







) Judith of Paris
Hugh Walpole






) Shadows on the Rock
Willa Cather






Clicel; your Christmas list . . .
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